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Foreword 

 
I didn’t want to write a foreword. I wanted to write a backward. We went to a kelong on Labun Island in Indonesia on the 

47th Singapore National Day (What a coincidence! We flew to Singapore on the day of London Olympics opening 

ceremony!)  

 

This book is not just about my holiday, it’s about inspiring YOU to go to a kelong and try the fun adventures there. 

 

This book is based on the four blog posts about Indonesia and Labun Island in Ben Williams’ world.  

 

OK! Foreword over! What, you want me to write more? Very well… 

 

 

http://benwilliamsworld.wordpress.com/
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Story 1: Dog, Sharks and Floating Houses 

In case you're wondering why I haven't written in the last four days... well, it's a long story, but here goes... 

WegotkidnappedbypiratesandtheywantetoruletheworldbyrobbingthebankofEnglandandtheywantedustorobthebankforusbut

thenIsaidIwasanevilgeniusandtheyshouldletmegoandtheysaidyesbutthenwehadtofightthepiratesandsavethebankofEngland

andthenPeterPancameandsavedtheday! 
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OK, maybe that was a TINY bit exaggerating. We actually went to a small traditional fishing island off the coast of Batam 

Island off the coast of Indonesia near Singapore. The journey was pretty hectic. 

 

First, my mum's brother took us to Harbourfront, where we could travel to Indonesia 

by ferry. We then met up with my mum's niece Addarline, her husband Warren and 

their 3 year old daughter Megan, who talks more than me (I'm her uncle by the 

way... it's complicated). Then we got on a ferry to get to Batam Island of Indonesia. 

When we arrived at the customs, there was a rule saying "Don't make noise". Three 

young men behind us got told off by security for talking. The security guard was very 

strict. 

 

After THAT, we got on an hour long mini-van journey until we stopped over at a 

village - it was just a wooden house floating on the sea. The village was very 

primitive. I needed the toilet desperately, so we went into the house, but the toilet 

was just a hole in the ground. I was utterly flabbergasted.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://maps.google.com/maps?ll=1.06666666667,104.016666667&spn=0.1,0.1&q=1.06666666667,104.016666667%20(Batam)&t=h
http://maps.google.com/maps?ll=1.06666666667,104.016666667&spn=0.1,0.1&q=1.06666666667,104.016666667%20(Batam)&t=h
http://maps.google.com/maps?ll=-6.175,106.828333333&spn=10.0,10.0&q=-6.175,106.828333333%20(Indonesia)&t=h
http://maps.google.com/maps?ll=1.28333333333,103.833333333&spn=10.0,10.0&q=1.28333333333,103.833333333%20(Singapore)&t=h
http://maps.google.com/maps?ll=1.2652,103.8201&spn=0.1,0.1&q=1.2652,103.8201%20(HarbourFront)&t=h
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After THAT we went on ANOTHER boat to a tiny island called Labun. The houses were called Kelongs and they were on 

stilts and floating. Luckily there were proper flush toilets. 
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We had lunch and got introduced to a dog called Daisy, who MY niece (the 3 year old talkative girl) was scared of. Daisy 

was very friendly (but sometimes a bit over friendly though). At the Kelong, there was a mini-aquarium where there were 

sharks and fish swimming about. I saw nurse sharks and angle fish. 

Have you been to a Kelong before? 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelong
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Key Points:  
 

‘Kelong’ is a Malay word, which describes a form of floating wooden houses that can be found in 

waters off Malaysia, the Philippines and Indonesia. 

 

Kelongs are built by fishermen primarily for fishing purposes, and also for their families. 

 

These days, kelongs can also be a tourist destination. You can visit some kelongs in Indonesia 

from Singapore, to experience a uniquely relaxing holiday.  

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelong
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Story 2: How to Snorkel and Fish 
 

Hi people! It's Indonesia day 2 and today I will be teaching you how to snorkel and FISH!! 

On Labun Island there were a lot of fun sea activities to do. I tried most of them. The best one was snorkelling.  I hadn't 

snorkelled before, so on my first attempt, a man from the same group called Kevin helped me. I walked down a wooden 

ladder into the sea, I washed my snorkel and goggles in the sea water (VERY salty), then I wore the snorkel and made 

sure the water didn't get into my eyes and nose. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indonesia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snorkeling
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Here's how to do it properly: 

 Clean your snorkel tube and goggles. 

 Put the snorkel tube in your mouth and bite  

the little mouth pieces HARD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 Wear a life jacket and go into the water (a ladder 

would be helpful) 

 Start swimming or just float slowly and see the fish 

and coral! 

I felt amazed at the fishes in the water. I couldn't take any pictures though. I saw sea snakes (Ok, not a fish), sea 

urchins (again, not a fish) and vibrant, beautiful coral (Still, not a fish). And.................................................fish (now 

THAT'S a fish). I saw parrotfish, baby groupers, angelfish and a lot more fish which I don't know of. I swam about 

1000 meters each time. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrophiinae
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_urchin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_urchin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grouper
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The second time was with a kind Indonesian man called Yatno, who is from a local tribe. It was just as good as the first 

time. I gulped some sea water though. It was YUK! 

           

 

Speaking of fish, I also did fishing, which is MUCH more boring than snorkelling. I've learned fishing from Andrew, my tour 

guide and Idel, another local fisherman. I even went late night fishing with Idel under a starlit sky. 
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You put bait on a hook, cast the line in the water and wait. And wait. And wait. And wait. And... well you got the gist of it. 

We used squid that we caught previously as bait. After you put bait on the hook, you grab hold of the line and loosen it. 

Then you THROW it as FAR as you can. Wait for the plop that tells you that the bait is under the water. Tighten the line 

and reel it up and move the line. Don't reel up too quickly though. Wait for the fish to bait... I mean bite. You can tell the 

fish is biting when you feel tugging on the line. Then reel it up to find out what fish it 

is. Remember to release the fish. 

 

All I managed to catch was a baby grouper. I wanted to catch a shark and put it in the mini 

aquarium but there was no luck. 

 

Have you ever gone fishing under a starlit sky? 

How about snorkelling? Have you ever done that? If not, will you try it?  
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Key Points:  
 

The rupiah (Rp) is the official currency of Indonesia. When we visited in August, the exchange 

rate was about £1 to 15,000 Rp.  So, if you have £70, you can be a millionaire in Indonesia! 

 

For less than £280 in total, my mum and I enjoyed 4 days and 3 nights in a kelong run by Shalom 

Resorts, on Labun Island of Indonesia. This included ferry fares, lovely food (5 meals a day!) and 

exciting activities.   

 

Transportation: Ferry, Mini-van, Small Boat 

 

Activities: Kayaking (single and double), Scuba Diving, Banana Boat trip, Fishing, Boat 

Sightseeing, Fishing Trip and many more. 

 

           

http://shalomresorts.com/
http://shalomresorts.com/
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Story 3: What’s in the Sea? 
At night in Labun Island, you can get a whole new cast of characters under the sea. On the first night one of the fishermen 

got a squid. When he caught it, we put it on the floor and we had a look at it. Andrew explained that it was a green eyed 

squid and that it was a pretty common catch there. Afterwards everyone except me had fresh sashimi... guess where it 

came from. But don't worry, the squid are very common so we didn't cause an endangered animal to be killed. 

 

         

 

http://www.shalomresorts.com/
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The following day a lady caught a turtle. Everyone got a few pictures of it but Daisy the dog wasn't happy and kept barking 

at it. Later it got released into the mini- aquarium. 
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In the afternoon we went kayaking. You basically have a double oar and you push the water away from you with your oar 

to push the kayak forward. I got a bit stuck in the rock and was stranded. Luckily Andrew pushed my kayak forward with 

his leg so I could continue. It was a thrilling experience. 
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Have you ever been kayaking? Have you ever caught anything interesting when fishing? 

 

       

 

Key Points:  
 

Indonesia is an archipelago with about 17,500 islands. 

The capital of Indonesia is Jakarta.  

The largest ethnic group of Indonesia is Javanese. 

There are about 300 ethnic groups in Indonesia and the main religion is Islam.  

The Sumatran orangutan, which is native in Indonesia, is critically endangered. 
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Story 4: What do you Get When you Cross a Bird Nest and an Egg? 

What do you get when you cross a bird nest and an egg? That will be revealed later. 

On the morning we were supposed to leave I did another round of kayaking with mum. After that we had lunch. Every day 

the kitchen helpers cooked some seafood with chili for us. They cooked rice, crab, fish (naturally) and 

lobster. Unfortunately, I have spicy-thingaphobia (which in English means I don't like chili). So, they always made me 

extra eggs. 
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One lunch, I decided to help cook my eggs. Andrew showed me how to do bird-nest eggs (I’ve told you it was coming up). 

You beat the eggs (harder if they’re naughty) normally and add pepper and whatever you like to it. Then you lift the egg 

above the pan and drop the egg onto the pan and let it cook for about 2 minutes. There was a LOT of oil covering the 

bottom of the pan. After that, put the egg on a sieve to let the oil drip away. Then you can eat your fluffy yummy bird nest 

eggs.  
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Another thing I helped with was calamari. This involved cut up sotong (a Malay word for squid) in rings and mixed it with 

flour and pepper mixture. You dip the sotong into the flour and completely coat it. Then you fry it in the pan (with oil, but 

you didn't need to know that). This is how the calamari were made: 

              

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Squid
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Key Points:  
 

Indonesian (Bahasa Indonesia) is the official language of Indonesia.  

 

Numbers 1 to 10: 

Satu, dua, tiga, empat, lima, enam, tujuh, delapan, sembilan, sepuluh 

 

Greetings:  

 

Keyword: Selamat: this word means ‘Safe’. So, Good morning literally means ‘Safe morning’. 

 

Good morning: Selamat Pagi (from sunrise to about 10am) 

Good afternoon: Selamat Siang (from about 10am - 2pm) 

Good afternoon: Selamat Sore (from about 2pm to sunset) 

Good evening: Selamat malam (spoken at night after sunset) 

Goodnight: Selamat Tidur (saying to someone going to bed) 

 

How are you?: Apa kabar?  

I'm well: Baik. 

Welcome: Selamat Datang 

Thank You: Terima Kasih 

See you later: Sampai jumpa 

Goodbye: Selamat Tinggal (bye: when parting, said to the person staying) 

Goodbye: Selamat Jalan (bye: when parting, said to the person leaving) 
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Going Home 
 

We went home on a sampan. NO, NOT ALL THE WAY BACK TO ENGLAND! I meant, we went to Batman - sorry, the 

spell-check must have auto corrected Batam. I went on the trip with my cousin Addarline, her husband Warren and their 3 

year old daughter Megan (Who talks A LOT!), and of course mum. After a 15 minute sampan trip from the kelong, we 

went on an hour long mini-van journey and then we reached the ferry terminal in Batam. After security and all that, we 

went on the ferry where we watched Mr Bean until we reached Singapore.    
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About Ben Williams 
 

 
 

In short, I'm a random dude who writes random stuff- sometimes randomly.  

This is my first e-book, which my mum and I have worked together to complete. 

I’m 11 years old. I like animals, lasagne, video games, Skylander toys, roleplaying games and Doctor Who. 

I live in the south of England with a blue tongued skink called Georgy, three chickens in the garden and mum and dad 

(What, I MENTIONED my parents. Not many people do that you know!) 

That's in short. Now, who wants to hear the long version...? 

http://benwilliamsworld.wordpress.com/
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Further Resources  
 

1) Shalom Resorts, Labun Island, Indonesia:  

 

 
 

 

2) Janet’s Notebook: 

 
 

3) Learning the Indonesian language on Youtube: Counting Numbers 1-20. Click this link to learn 

them. 

http://www.shalomresorts.com/
http://www.shalomresorts.com/
http://janetsnotebook.com/
http://janetsnotebook.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exzsR60D8S0
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4) Study Indonesian: Learn the language in a fun way. 

 

5) Shalom Kelong: Another blog about Shalom resorts and its charity work. 

 

 
 

http://www.studyindonesian.com/lessons/
http://shalomkelong.blogspot.sg/

